
See more online:
Reisa 6 video · Build-up video · 360o pics · Windtest

Build up Instructions

Reisa 6 PU
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Spread out the tent. Slide the poles through the color coded pole sleeves. Ensure all doors are closed.

Ensure an even surface without any sharp objects!

We wish you lots of fun with your new Nordisk tent!

Congratulations!
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Pull the webbing loops in the end towards you and walk backwards to erect the tent. Mount the remaining pegs to 
the ground.

Fix the ends of the poles using the sockets and pull the fly sheet tight. Secure the tent to the ground by attaching pegs 
into the webbing loops only at one end of the tent, starting with the end facing the wind.



Secure the tent by attaching the guy ropes to the ground. Depending on weather conditions judge how many guy 
ropes that are needed. In stormy weather the tent must be securely anchored  Adjust webbings and guy ropes for 
correct tension. 

Mount the inner cabin in the O-rings and hooks. When you pack the tent, you can choose to leave the inner cabin 
attached.
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If you want you can errect the front door as a sun shelter by using the two included extra tarp poles.
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– take care of your Nordisk tent!

Before Trek
 
 build up the tent from home and check if everything is ok.

 know the environment you‘ll go to (sand, hard soil, snow), and check that pegs etc. matches this

 consider to bring along a footprint

 check that the poles are ok, and if not; buy a new set before you go

 bring along a repair kit incl. an outer tube for poles and tape for brokens seams etc.

 make sure the tent is clean

 ensure that zippers runs smoothly (if not, get some silicone spray)

 if trekking in very wet conditions, seal the seams with a seam sealer, but check if it is SI or PU

 do not overfill your packsack as you might need the extra space during the trip

 optimize weight by leaving pegs, inner cabin etc. at home if it’s not needed on the trip

 compress the packsack as much as possible

In the Camp
 
 make sure you pitch on an even surface. Some models depends on this for optimal ventilation

 do not camp in too high grass if you want floor level ventilation

 remove sharp rocks and sticks that could harm the tent floor (i.e. use footprint)

 stretch the tent as much as possible for optimal strength and water repellency

 if wet or very windy, you need to re-adjust the tension of the guy ropes

 if very windy, use extra guy ropes and pegs for stability

 put the packsack somewhere where you can find it again (i.e. mesh pockets inside the tent)

 avoid fire and smoke near the tent – be aware of wind directions!

 keep an eye on guy rope tension once in a while

 the pack sack is a little bigger than necessary in case of an emergency pack down

 remove all traces from your camp
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Scan it! 
For 360° View, Windtest,
How to pitch & Fact sheet

Living with your tent 

 keep it clean by hosing it after use, if very dirty. But don’t use high pressure

 clean it with a soft sponge

 use no harsh chemical cleaning or machine washing

 keep it dry, and if packed down wet, remember to dry it as soon as possible 
 – remember that a wet tent is heavier than a dry one

 check guy ropes and pegs once in a while, and buy new ones if damaged

 if you have damaged poles, your local Nordisk dealer can supply new ones

 be aware that long exposure of sunlight can degrade the fabric

 if you want floor in your apsis, you can purchase a tailored footprint

 love and nurse your tent. If you protect your tent, it will protect you

You can find more information on nordisk.eu

Tips & Tricks

1 When you open a door, you can fold and store it, in the mesh pockets found near the door.

2 You can adjust the height and the ventilation, just by pulling the webbings found near the poles.

3 You do not have to use the inner cabin in the tent – it can be pitched just as a shelter.

4 Attach or detach the small cabin whether you need it or not.

5 You can open the front door and use it as a tarp or as an exit/entry extension.

6 The pack sack is made a little bigger than necessary in case of an emergency pack down 
 – you can adjust the pack size with the tension buckles.
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